Abstract. We have recently reported on a simple, low cost, and highly stable way to convert a standard microscope into a holographic one [Opt. Express 22, 14929 (2014)]. The method, named spatially multiplexed interferometric microscopy (SMIM), proposes an off-axis holographic architecture implemented onto a regular (nonholographic) microscope with minimum modifications: the use of coherent illumination and a properly placed and selected one-dimensional diffraction grating. In this contribution, we report on the implementation of partially (temporally reduced) coherent illumination in SMIM as a way to improve quantitative phase imaging. The use of low coherence sources forces the application of phase shifting algorithm instead of off-axis holographic recording to recover the sample's phase information but improves phase reconstruction due to coherence noise reduction. In addition, a less restrictive field of view limitation (1/2) is implemented in comparison with our previously reported scheme (1/3). The proposed modification is experimentally validated in a regular Olympus BX-60 upright microscope considering a wide range of samples (resolution test, microbeads, swine sperm cells, red blood cells, and prostate cancer cells).
Introduction
Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) rises from a combination of classical holography 1,2 with optical microscopy 3 in the digital domain. 4 DHM avoids the limited resolution imposed by the finite number and size of the pixels in the digital sensor as well as the limited depth of focus in high numerical aperture (NA) lenses. The former because of the microscope lens magnification resulting in less demanding sampling requirements of the digital sensor. 5 And the latter by allowing three-dimensional (3-D) sample imaging by numerical refocusing of a two-dimensional (2-D) image at different object planes without using any optomechanical movement. 6 But maybe more significant is its capability to allow visualization of phase samples using a noninvasive (no need for labeling), full-field (nonscanning), real-time (single-frame acquisition), noncontact (no sample damage), and static (no moving components) operating principle. [7] [8] [9] Due to its versatility, DHM has been successfully applied to real-time quantitative phase contrast imaging, 7 polarization microscopy imaging, 10 aberration lens compensation, 11 particle tracking, 12 3-D dynamic analysis of cells, 13 and in so many other disciplines in the fields of biophotonics, life sciences, and medicine. [14] [15] [16] [17] DHM layouts typically use laser sources for generating interference fringes in the experimental configuration. However, coherent light is very sensitive to both the microstructure of the sample and any defect or dust in optical paths. As a result, the complex amplitudes interfering at the recording plane are strongly affected by coherent noise. And such coherent noise severely reduces the optical quality of the reconstructed fields. 18 One way to improve image reconstruction is to reduce speckle noise and coherent artifacts by using different strategies such as digital processing capabilities [19] [20] [21] or by using specific optical components [22] [23] [24] or by image averaging. [25] [26] [27] Another strategy is to use partially coherent light sources for illuminating the sample. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Partially coherent illumination allows coherent noise reduction and increased phase resolution in DHM by avoiding multiple reflections and reducing the contribution of coherent artifacts. Due to this, partially coherent illumination has been implemented in DHM [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] as well as in digital in-line holographic microscopy [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] layouts. We have recently reported on a noncomplex way to convert a commercially available standard microscope into a DHM with only minimal modifications. 43 The method, named spatially multiplexed interferometric microscopy (SMIM), rises from our previously developed spatially multiplexed common-path interferometric layout tested on an optical table and under super-resolution purposes. [44] [45] [46] SMIM simply replaces the broadband light source of the conventional microscopy by a laser diode, it leaves a clear region at the input plane for reference beam transmission, and it properly places a one-dimensional (1-D) diffraction grating in the microscope embodiment. With these three minimal modifications, a regular microscope is converted into a holographic one working under off-axis holographic recording. 43 However, two main factors limit the proposed SMIM approach. The first relates with the field of view (FOV) restriction imposed by the need to leave a clear transparent region at the input plane for the reference beam transmission. This fact reduces the useful FOV to one-third of the available one without using SMIM but enables phase information availability. And the second one relates to the use of coherent light sources, which produce coherent noise at the reconstructed images.
In this contribution, we have avoided both previously noted drawbacks in SMIM by relaxing the FOV limitation (from onethird to one-half) and by minimizing coherent noise effects. The former is achieved by a slightly different optical design of the input plane's spatially multiplexing. And the latter is obtained by replacing the laser diode by a super luminescent diode (SLD) source with a reduced temporal coherence. However, off-axis recording is prevented since the coherence length of the SLD is lower than the optical path mismatch between both interferometric beams when considering off-axis configuration at SMIM. 43 As a consequence, quasi on-axis (or slightly offaxis) holographic recording [47] [48] [49] with temporal phase-shifting algorithm [50] [51] [52] is adopted to retrieve quantitative phase-resolved information of the sample.
SMIM is closely related with those methods implemented in regular microscopes to provide quantitative phase imaging. Diffraction phase microscopy (DPM), 53 quadriwave lateral shearing interferometry (QLSI), 54 and Michelson interferometer layout (MIL) 55 are some examples. In few words, DPM proposes common-path architecture based on splitting into tow the imaging beam and synthesizes a reference beam from one of those two beams using spatial filtering with a pinhole; then, both coherent beams are overlapped at the recording CCD plane in off-axis configuration. SMIM differs from DPM in that there is no need to add a pinhole mask at any specific location of the setup to generate the reference beam since it is transmitted by saving a clear area at the input plane. QLSI proposes phase imaging using wavefront sensing implemented with the aid of a modified Hartmann mask. QLSI is a completely different concept approach based on digital wavefront sensing and not in holography. And MIL uses a Michelson layout at the image space to perform off-axis holographic recording at the CCD plane. MIL is based on the fact that the surrounding area of the cell to be imaged is blank so holographic recording using an almost clean reference beam is produced. In other words, MIL needs sparse samples. SMIM differs to MIL since samples can be dense: the only requirement is they will be placed in a restricted area allowing clear reference beam transmission.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a layout description of the proposed working scheme highlighting the main difference with respect to Ref. 43 
Experimental Layout Considerations
SMIM was previously implemented using the embodiment of a BX60 Olympus upright microscope where three modifications were introduced. 43 The first involves the use of coherent illumination for the interferometric recording. This is accomplished in Ref. 43 by using a commercial grade laser diode. The second one defines a specific spatial multiplexing at the input plane for reference and imaging beam transmission in commonpath configuration. Note that by spatial multiplexing we mean that a specific spatial distribution needs to be implemented for allowing the transmission at once of both interferometric beams. The spatial multiplexing included in Ref. 43 divides the input plane's FOV into three contiguous areas having the same width where one is for the sample, another is for the reference beam and the third is blocked. And the third modification inserts a 1-D diffraction grating for mixing both interferometric beams at the recording plane. The 1-D grating is placed at the analyzer insertion slot just before the tube lens system included in the observation tube of the microscope and it allows off-axis holographic recording at the CCD plane. All together it confers the microscope with the capability of quantitative phase imaging by using conventional image processing tools involving digital fast Fourier transform (FFT), spatial filtering, and inverse FFT operation. The experimental validation was presented using a USAF resolution test target as well as RBCs and SS cells. Now, some modifications are provided for the basic SMIM layout for improving quantitative phase imaging and FOV. The proposed setup is presented in Fig. 1 and it resembles the one included in Fig. 1 of Ref. 43 , but with the following three differences. First, the coherent light source, which is externally inserted just below the microscope's XY translation stage, is not a laser diode but an SLD source. SLDs combine the advantages of both light-emitting diode (LED) and laser diode sources since, on one hand, SLDs provide temporal incoherent illumination incoming from a broadband spectrum (such as LEDs) and, on the other hand, SLDs are similar in geometry to laser diodes but without optical feedback mechanism for laser light emission thus providing a high degree of spatial coherence. As result, SLDs provide partially coherent (temporal incoherence) quasipoint illumination that reduces noise incoming from speckle and coherent artifacts while allows interference according to its coherent length 56 that can be calculated as Lc ¼ k λ 2 ∕Δλ ≅ 50 μm, being k ¼ 0.66 for Gaussian spectrum, and λ ¼ 650 nm the central wavelength, and Δλ ¼ 6 nm the spectral bandwidth for the SLD used in the experiments.
Second, the spatial multiplexing at the input plane does not divide the FOV into three regions but only into two ones. This fact improves the useful FOV from one-third to one-half or, in other words, it does not restrict the FOV by a factor of 3 but by a factor of 2. Notice that SMIM with only two regions at the input plane was also proposed at Ref. 43 ; but this possibility was not implemented because the CCD must be laterally shifted to an off-axis position to record the holograms and this fact is intended to modify the microscope exit port. 43 , we proposed a shift of the replicas equal to 2z for one-third FOV limitation, being 2z the width of the CCD detector. Now and for one-half FOV limitation, the replicas of the grating at the CCD plane must be shifted z. Thus, under the same assumptions as were in Ref. 43 and using Fig. 3 , the grating's basic frequency N can be calculated as N ¼ z∕ðλf 0 Þ, where λ is the illumination wavelength and f 0 is the focal length of the tube lens (180 mm according to the microscope specifications). Assuming an FOV multiplexing along the shortest CCD direction (as we use in most of the cases), the resulting grating's basic frequency results in N ¼ 20.64 linepairs∕mm. Third, and as a consequence of using a partially coherent illumination source, the 1-D diffraction grating must have a larger period than the one used in Ref. 43 . Because of the lateral shift of the replicas at the recording plane produced by the 1-D grating, the reference beam optical path is higher than the imaging beam optical path (see Fig. 3 ). Some rapid calculations will assist with this fact. Assuming that the optical path of both beams is the same until the 1-D diffraction grating and that the grating is closely placed to the tube lens system, the change in optical path between both beams will be produced after passing the tube lens. According to the microscope specifications, the tube lens focal length (f 0 in Fig. 3 ) is 180 mm. Thus, while the nondiffracted light (zeroth-order term of the grating) travels 180 mm until reaching the CCD (central ray of the imaging beam included as the black solid ray parallel to the optical axis after the tube lens in Fig. 3 ), the one of the grating's diffraction orders (central ray of the reference beam included as the red solid ray after the tube lens in Fig. 3 ) will result in a distance equal to d ¼ 180∕ cos θ, where θ is the tilted beam angle on which the reference beam arrives at the CCD plane. This θ angle is in good approximation the same as the grating's diffraction angle. Considering the 1-D grating used in Ref. 43 with a period of 12.5 μm (or 80 lp∕mm basic frequency), the θ angle can be calculated from: sin θ ¼ λ∕p ¼ 0.65∕12.5 ¼ 0.26; so the reference beam central ray will travel 186.41 mm until reaching the CCD. The mismatch in optical path is much higher than the coherence length of the SLD source (50 μm as we have previously calculated). So a lower basic frequency diffraction grating must be used. In the experiments, we have used a 20 lp∕mm (or 50-μm period) meaning that the diffracted ray will travel 180.015 mm, which is well below the coherence length of the SLD source allowing interferometric recording. But because of this low basic frequency, off-axis holographic recording with spatial filtering in the Fourier domain is prevented and phaseshifting strategy is needed to recover the sample's complex amplitude distribution. Note that, in principle, it is possible to equalize the optical path difference using delay lines in one of the interferometric beams 57 and, thus, allow single-shot holographic recording with partially coherent sources. But this is not the case for the proposed approach since no real optical path separation happens because of the common-path interferometric architecture.
With these three simple and cost-effective modifications, SMIM implemented in a regular microscope becomes improved as previously stated although some drawbacks also arise. As a general problem in SMIM, the main shortcoming comes from the FOV spatial multiplexing needed to transmit a clear reference beam for the holographic recording. This fact can be fully achieved by designing a specific chamber for the sample. However, the experimental validation included in this paper expands its use to conventional microscope slides, provided that a clear region will be allocated in side-by-side configuration with the sample. In addition, use of the phase-shifting method presented in this paper yields a double disadvantage when comparing with the previous SMIM technique. 43 On the one hand, phase-shifting algorithm prevents the implementation of the technique to samples varying inside the phase-shifting duty cycle. Although this issue can be minimized by a two-step phase-shifting algorithm 52 and or using additional polarization multiplexing for parallel phase-shifting recordings, 58, 59 it is true that additional restrictions affects the type of samples to be imaged. On the other hand, the microscope embodiment must be equipped with some sort of mechanical stage for grating movement, thus improving the complexity and pricing of the approach. Additional restriction is performed over the retrieved phase values because of the temporal incoherence of the illumination source used in the experiments.
Experimental Validation of SMIM with Partially Coherent Illumination
As in Ref. 43 , we have used a commercial BX60 Olympus microscope for implementing the modifications involved in SMIM. We have used an SLD source from Exalos (Model EXS6501-B001, 10-mW optical power, 650-nm central wavelength, 6-nm spectral bandwidth) as a partially coherent light source, which is placed just below the manual XY translation stage of the microscope (see Fig. 1 ). As optics, we have used two different microscope lenses (UMPlanFl) all of them infinity corrected ones: 10 × ∕0.30 NA and 20 × ∕0.46 NA. A Ronchi ruled grating (20 lp∕mm period) and a commercial grade CCD camera (Basler A312f, 582 × 782 pixels, 8.3 μm pixel size, 12 bits∕pixel) are used as 1-D diffraction grating and imaging device, respectively. The grating is placed on a motorized linear translation stage (Newport, model ESP300) and it is externally introduced in the microscope embodiment in the analyzer insertion slot. We have selected a grating motion step of 2.5 μm between consecutive holograms meaning that 20 images integrate a full phase-shifting cycle. In the experiments, we have recorded a total of 40 images, so two full phase-shifting cycles are available. Note that although phase-shifting algorithm can be implemented using a lower number of images, the lower the number the higher the required precision to control the phase step between frames. Thus, a large number of images per cycle have been selected just to minimize uncertainty errors in phase determination but any other phase-shifting algorithm 52 can be implemented.
System Calibration Involving Microbeads and a Resolution Target
In this section, we will present the experimental results provided by the proposed method when using the USAF resolution test Fig. 3 Scheme of the optical beam paths for calculating mismatches in the optical paths of the reference (red raytracing) and imaging (black raytracing) beams. For clarity, we have removed the yellow raytracing included in Fig. 1 and corresponding with the þ1 grating's diffraction order.
Journal of Biomedical Optics 106007-4 October 2016 • Vol. 21 (10) target and microbeads as input objects. The microbeads (Polybead ® Microspheres, 45 μm mean diameter) are standard monodisperse polystyrene microspheres in aqueous suspension. The beads are deposited in a conventional microscope slide in sparse mode to assure clear areas in the surroundings of the region containing the microbeads. Regarding the USAF test, we have used the clear area separating groups 4 and 5 from 6 and 7 to pass through it the reference beam. Figure 4 shows a mosaic of the experimental results obtained for these two types of samples where the microbeads are imaged with the 10× objective and the USAF test by the 20× lens. (no grating in the layout), the interferometric fringes after 1-D grating insertion, and the retrieved image after phase-shifting algorithm, respectively. However, SMIM allows phase recovery and this can be checked with the phase information coming from the microbeads. Figures 4(d)-4 (f) include the retrieved wrapped phase distribution, the unwrapped phase distribution, and a 3-D view of the unwrapped phase distribution, respectively. In order to validate these results, we have assembled a conventional Mach-Zehnder interferometric configuration at the lab. Thus, a direct comparison between quantitative phase values provided by SMIM with partial coherent illumination (Fig. 5) and the obtained ones with a conventional DHM platform (Fig. 6) can be performed. For the DHM implementation, we have used a He-Ne laser as illumination source for imaging the microbeads with the same microscope objective (10 × ∕0.30 NA). The results from DHM are presented in Fig. 6 including the experimental Mach-Zehnder layout at the lab [ Fig. 6(a) ], the recorded hologram [ Fig. 6(b) ], its FFT [ Fig. 6(c) ], the retrieved phase distribution before [ Fig. 6(d)] and after [Fig. 6(e) ] phase compensation (spherical and linear factors) and unwrapping, and a 3-D view of the unwrapped phase distribution [ Fig. 6(f) ].
Although the imaged group of microbeads in Fig. 6 is not the same one as in Fig. 5 , they are 45 μm spheres so a similar phase profile must be obtained. As one can see by comparing images in Figs. 5(f) and 6(f), the phase delay introduced by the microbeads is almost the same. This fact shows a high concordance between the unwrapped phase values provided by both methods and validates that the quantitative phase information provided by the proposed approach perfectly matches the one provided by conventional holographic methods.
Experimental Results with Biosamples
Now SMIM with partially coherent illumination is tested using different fixed biological samples. In particular, we have selected RBCs, SS cells, and PC-3 cells. The RBCs were stained onto the microscope slide using a specially prepared mixture of methylene blue and eosin in methanol (Wright stain), the SS cells were unstained but dried up for fixing them on a counting chamber, and the PC-3 cells were in vivo cultured and mounted in a microscope slide after centrifugation and resuspension into a cytopreservative solution. As in Ref. 43 , we have not built a specially designed chamber for the FOV multiplexing but we are (1) . And images at right column (3) include the retrieved unwrapped phase distribution using the proposed method. Scale bars: the solid lines at the lower right corner of (a3), (b3), and (c3) represent 25 μm.
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106007-7 October 2016 • Vol. 21 (10) taking advantage of clear areas in the microscope slide for reference beam transmission. Figures 7 and 8 include the experimental results for the aforementioned biosamples when using the 10× and the 20× microscope objectives, respectively. The figures are structured in rows (a-b-c) and columns (1-2-3) corresponding with a different biosample and a different image per biosample, respectively. At the left column (1) of both figures, we have included the direct intensity image without grating insertion to identify the spatially multiplexed regions at the input plane. At those images, the dashed white line separates both multiplexed regions (O and R) at the input plane; the solid white line square marks a given region of interest (ROI) including some cells which are magnified on (2) and (3); and the dotted white line square identifies the clear region which will overlap with the cells for SMIM. In addition, note as figures (b1) and (c1) at Fig. 7 include an FOV multiplexing in a different direction. This is because the experimental considerations for those biosamples suggested for us to rotate the CCD at the output port of the microscope for a better implementation of the proposed approach. At the central column (2), we have included the direct intensity image of the cells included in the ROI marked in (1) . Finally, the right column (3) presents the unwrapped phase distribution (positive phase contrast images) retrieved when applying the proposed SMIM method. The gray-scale bars in (3) depict optical phase in radians.
Since SMIM performs holographic recording, the phase information is retrieved; so additional images such as negative phase contrast, DIC in different directions, and 3-D plots can be digitally processed and presented. Figures 9 and 10 include, just as examples, the negative-phase contrast images (2-D and 3-D visualizations) of the positive-phase contrast images included along Figs. 6 and 7 for the three analyzed biosamples.
SNR Analysis in Spatially Multiplexed
Interferometric Microscopy
As a final comparative, we have included an analysis of the standard deviation (STD) of the retrieved phase distributions when using SMIM with off-axis holographic recording 43 and the proposed SMIM with partially coherent illumination. STD values are very useful to evaluate spatial noise and image quality in quantitative-phase imaging because it provides a direct value on the phase stability provided by the holographic method. STD (1) . And images at right column (3) include the retrieved unwrapped phase distribution using the proposed method. Scale bars: the solid lines at the lower right corner of (a3), (b3), and (c3) represent 10 μm.
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• Vol. 21 (10) values are computed over some of the clear regions (background of the image) available at the retrieved phase distribution. STD is respectively computed from a single hologram and from the image resulting when considering the whole set (40 frames and 2 cycles) of temporally phase-shifted holograms for the cases of SMIM in off-axis configuration 43 and the proposed method. In the case of the proposed method, the clear area for computing the STD value is included in Fig. 4 . To allow the comparative, we have selected the USAF test images since it is the unique object tested at both in Ref. 43 and in the actual paper with the same microscope objective (20 × ∕0.46 NA lens). Note that although an SS sample is also included in Ref. 43 and here, the counting chamber is different so the expected STD values will not be useful for direct comparison. Thus, the STD values for the USAF using SMIM with off-axis configuration 43 and with partially coherent sources are 0.31 and 0.033 rad, respectively. These values provide an improvement factor close to 10 in phase quality reconstruction as consequence of using partially coherent illumination.
In addition and for completeness, we have computed the STD values of all the retrieved images presented in this contribution. The selected clear areas for STD computation are marked with black rectangles in Figs. 4(g), 7 , and 8. Note that we have selected clear areas far away from the parasitic 
Conclusions
We have presented a modification of our previously reported SMIM method 43 with improved capabilities from a quantitative phase imaging reconstruction point of view but with some penalizations when considering its applicability (slightly more complex hardware modification and useless for dynamic samples). SMIM proposes a noncomplex, low cost, and highly stable way to convert a standard microscope into a holographic one. SMIM is based on a CPI architecture using input plane spatial multiplexing and a 1-D diffraction grating to allow holographic recording. SMIM was previously validated as demonstrator at the lab [44] [45] [46] and implemented in a regular microscope. 43 In the latter validation, SMIM allows holographic imaging in a regular microscope by three small modifications: a coherent illumination source, a 1-D diffraction grating, and a specific input plane spatial distribution. The holographic recording is performed in off-axis configuration and reconstruction is achieved by spatial filtering at the Fourier domain. SMIM was validated for different samples and objectives showing a useful FOV of one-third of the available one.
In this contribution, SMIM has been validated using a partially (temporally reduced) coherent source, with a less restrictive FOV limitation (one-half instead of one-third), and for different samples and objectives. As a consequence of the reduced temporal coherence of the illumination, phase information is retrieved by phase-shifting algorithm meaning that the sample must be static during the recording time (typically a few seconds). However, spatial phase noise becomes improved and phase images show better image quality in reconstruction. The proposed SMIM modification is aimed for those cases where improved SNR and FOV will be more important issues than real time. Moreover, the use of temporally reduced coherence sources is of particular significance when implementing DHM with commercially available objectives and microscope embodiments containing a lot of glass-air interfaces without specific coatings for the used wavelength, thus generating several back reflections that can result in parasitic interference patterns. The experimental results for synthetic objects (USAF test and microbeads) as well as static biosamples (RBCs, SS cells, and PC-3) verify these assumptions. Future work will be focused on implementing the proposed technique into an inverted microscope and apply it for the analysis of live specimens using partially coherent illumination with equalized optical path difference, i.e., using a single illumination shot. 
